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Attention is drawn to the fact that neither astronomical observations, nor laboratory

data can, as yet, suficiently constrain, models of the origin and evolution of the solar

system. But, if correctly approached and interpreted, the magnetic remanence of mete-
orites could help in constructing a self-consistent model.

In the context of various models for the early evolution of a solar nebula, the possible

roles assigned to ambient magnetic fields and the paleointensities required to establish,
the stable natural remanent magnetization (NRM in range 10 -_ to 10 -_ cgsm) observed

in meteorites, are discussed. It is suggested that the record of paleofields present during

condensation, growth, and accumulation of grains is likely to have been preserved as

chemical (CRM) or thermochemical (TCRM) remanence in unaltered meteoritic ma-

terial. This interpretation of the meteoritic NRM is made plausible by experimental

and theoretical results from the contiguous fields of rock magnetism, magnetic materials,

interstellar grains, etc. Several arguments (such as the anisotropy of susceptibility in

chondrites, suggesting alignment of elongated ferromagnetic grains, or the characteristic

sizes and morphology of carrier phases of remanence, etc.) as well as general evidence
from meteoritics (cooling rates, chemical and mineralogical data) can be used to chal-
lenge the interpretation of NRM as thermo-remanence (TRM) acquired on a "plane-

tary" parent body during cooling of magnetic mineral phases through the Curie point

in fields of 0.2 to 0.90e.

Fine-particle theories appear adequate for trealin_ meteoritic remanence, if models

based on corresponding types of permanent magnet materials, e.g., powder-ferrites

for chondrites; diffusion hardened alloys-for iron meteorites, are adopted, as suggested
here.

Finally, a potentially fruitful sequence of experiments is suggested for separating the

useful component of NRM in determining the paleofield intensity and its time evolution.

T HAS BECOME APPARENT IN RECENT YEARS that
the record of the physico-chemical condensation

environment in the cireums()lar region may have

been at least partly preserved in meteorites,

(See Anders, 1971a, for an up-to-date review.)
Recent systematic attempts to use the chemical
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evidence derived from the study of meteorites in
order to constrain models of the origin and

evolution of the solar system material have led to

the emergence of several alternative interpreta-

tions of the same body of chemical and mineralogi-
cal evidence. If indeed, as is widely held, meteorites
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originated in several small, asteroidal (Lcvin,

1969; Anders, 1971b) or cometary (0pik, 1968;

Wetherill, 1971) bodies, which accreted (Alfvdn

and .4_rrhenius, 1970) in the region between the

terrestrial and the giant planets (2 to 5 AU) or

beyond, they should reflect this transition zone

paleo-cnvironment. The wide spectrum of physical

and chemical properties, from the dense (p_--_8

g/cm_), coarsely crystalline and chemically

reduced iron meteorites to the fluffy (p_-_2 g/em3),

more oxidized and fine-grained disordered phases

of carbonaceous chondrites (Kerridge, 1967),

must be explained by a single parametrized model

of condensation and accretion. In Section 1, some

aspects of the condensation of solid grains in

several representative models will be high-lighted.

The characteristic size and composition spectrum

of unaltered grains in meteorites appears not to be
incompatible with most models. Moreover, it

appears that astronomical observations of circum-

stellar condensation, or available laboratory data
cannot, at this stage, help rule out or drastically

constrain these models. In Section 2, the inter-

action of magnetic fields in space with the grains,
as well as their role in fractionation and aggrega-

tion processes in the solar system, will be discussed.

The duration and importance of the grain stage

in the preaggregation lifetime of meteoritic

material, and the likelihood of grains having

acquired early a stable chemical remanent mag-

netization (CRM), if gro_ing in magnetic fields,

will be discussed. In Section 3, the possible evi-

dence for the presence of a magnetic field during

grain growth and agglomeration, as expressed in

the shape anisotropy and apparent alignment of

magnetic grains in chondrites, will be reviewed,

and placed into the framework of the natural

remanent magnetization (NRM) of meteorites,

tektites and lunar materials. It can be expected

that the stable natural remanent magnetization
found in all the types of meteorites will provide

information on the ambient magnetic fields in the

circumsolar region at the time of condensation

and agglomeration of grains into solid bodies. The

possible origins, modes of acquisition, and carrier
phases of this fossil magnetism will also be dis-
cussed in the context of relevant data from rock-

magnetism and magnetic materials, in Section 3.
The importance of meteoritic paleomagnetism

in further constraining theories of primordial

condensation might be decisive, if integrated with

the chemical, mineralogical and thermal history

picture for various classes of meteorites. There-

fore, in Section 4 an experimental approach for

selecting the useful components of NRSI and its

carrier phases, and retrieving information on the

paleointensity, will be outlined. Several poten-

tially useful directions for future experimental

and theoretical research in meteoritic magnetism

will be indicated and tests of consistency with

extant theories will be sketchily described.

1. CONDENSATION MODELS AND

OBSERVED PROPERTIES OF

COSMIC GRAINS

Among the several condensation models at-

tempting to account for chemical fractionation

patterns in meteoritic material are those of

Larimer and Anders (1967) and Larimer (1970)
based on molecular equilibria in the "cosmic" gas,

be it rapidly or slowly cooled; of Blander and
Katz (1967) and Blander and Abdel-Gawad

(1969), in which nucleation of solid grains is

retarded until the cooling gas has become super-
saturated; or of Arrhenius and Alfvdn (1971),

where condensation proceeds at manifest thermo-

chemical non-equilibrium as "cool" grains grow

in a "hot" plasma-gas medium. These models

must (partially) overlap with theories which

approached the problem of planetary cosmogony

from the physical-dynamical point of view, at-

tempting to explain mostly the observed, large-
scale, rather than fine structure, fractionation in

the solar system. Examples are the magneto-

hydrodynamical models (Alfvdn, 1954; Hoyle,

1963) in which the magnetic fields required to

arrive at the observed angular momentum dis-

tribution in the solar system, could also afford
chemical fractionation in an ionization-controlled

sequence of condensation of elements (Jokipii,

1964; Arrhenius and Alfvdn, 1971). In a hydro-

dynamical model proposed by Cameron (1969,

1973) no magnetic fields are explicitly considered,
the observed chemical and dynamical features

being attributed to gravitational settling and

thermally driven convection and turbulence in a
solar nebula. Pressure and temperature param-

cters borrowed from this model were incorporated
into the "chemical" model of Larimer and Anders

(1967) and Larimer (1970).
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Astronomical Observations

To what extent could astronomical observations

of circumstellar gas-dust envelopes be used to
further select between these models? Recent

infrared observations of young T-Tauri stars like

R-Monocerotis (which, having spectral type G

and close to solar mass, is similar to our Sun), or

of later-type cool stars like T-Tauri (K-type) or

VY Cants Majoris (M-type) (Low and Smith,

1966; Low et al., 1970; Hcrbig, 1970), revealed the

presence of envelopes of dust at temperatures of

500 to 900 ° K, in which grain sizes of submicron

and a few microns appear to be present. Such

objects have been tentatively interpreted as pre-

planetary systems, and parameters such as

temperature and molecular distributions for a

disk-nebula model (Herbig, 1970) appeared to be

in reasonable agreement with those expected for a

solar nebula in most models. The rapid mass loss

rates (_< 10 -7 Mg/yr ) inferred by Kuhi (1964) for

T-Tauri protostars of M>M o seemed to be char-

acteristic of this highly luminous, late phase of

contraction along the Hayashi track along which

our Sun presumably evolved (Cameron, 1963) and

to suggest that both matter and angular momen-
tum transfer to the nebula from the central star is

occurring (Low and Smith, 1966; Schwartz and

Schubert, 1969). Such a T-Tauri stage, _ith a

time scale (10 s to 107 yr, or shorter) compatible

with observations, was in fact incorporated into

the evolutionary history of the Sun in both

hydrodynamical (Cameron, 1969) and hydro-

magnetic (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1968)
models of the formation of a solar nebula. More-

over, the enhanced solar _inds associated with

T-Tauri activity and the magnetic fields presumed
to be dragged out with solar plasma and "wound

up" have been further incorporated into theories

of early heating of asteroidal bodies, thus ac-
counting for apparent metamorphism in some

meteorites (Sonett et al., 1970; Sonett, 1971). The

high opacity of T-Tauri dust envelopes and the

average grain temperature of T_-_600 ° K inferred,

agree _ith the fairIy high (_500 ° K) "hohlraum"

temperatures needed in Sonett's model of asteroid

melting; in Hoyle's model also, the opacity

becomes very large when T_-_500 ° K. In Cameron's

model, submicron iron grains, _dthin the size

range observed in the so-called "primitive"

meteorites (Anders, i971a; Wood, 1967), give the

main contribution to the high nebular opacity

leading to convection, mixing, and, finally, to

accretion of solids. Moreover, the accretion tem-

peratures for chondritic material were estimated
to be _dthin a 100°K interval centered about

500°K (Andcrs, 1971a). If gas temperatures

across a disk nebula range from ---1500 ° K in the

inner region to _350 ° K at the edges, as inferred

for VY CMa from molecular emission (Herbig,

1970), one could perhaps recover both the fast

aggregation of metal and silicate grains in the

higher temperature region and the finer "smoke"

fraction condensed in cooler regions proposed

in various models (Wood, 1967; Hoyle and

Wickramasinghe, 1968). A similar range for grain

temperatures is provided for, if iron grains arc to

grow in a plasma-gas medium of densities n--_107

to 1027cm -_, at 1 AU (Lehnert, 1970; Arrhenius

and Alfvdn, 1971) ; the ionization might be main-

tained by the violent T-Tauri activity. Thus

observations of T-Tauri stars do not appear to

specifically rule out any of the proposed models,

which all seem to be flexible enough to accom-

modate such an evolutionary stage.

Other recent observations of both hotter, early

(A to F spectral type) pre-main sequence stars

(Strom et al., 1971; Woolf et al., 1970) and of late

supergiants and variable stars (Gillett et al.,
1970) have revealed extensive circumstellar

obscuration by gas and dust, either in shell or in

disk configurations, to bc a general phenomenon.

But dust is also _dcly associated with the
generally lower density plasma-gas environments

of interstellar clouds (n< 10_ cm-3), where grains

at temperatures inferred to range from 10 to

<10a°K are imbedded in generally hotter gas
(T_-_I02° K to i04° K) (Harper and Low, 1971;

Greenberg, 1968) so that T_/Tg_<O.1. Such

thermal disequilibrium is an essential feature in

the Arrhenius and Alfv6n (1971) model, with

temperature and plasma-gas density regimes for

growth of grains defined in Lehnert (1970). It

thus appears that most primordial condensation

models are at least partially consistent with
astronomical observations.

Grain Characteristics

Grain sizes, such as those observed in the matrix

of carbonaceous meteorites (0.01 to 1_ and > 5_),
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are not too helpful in determining place of origin;

submicron grains are known to be present both in

interstellar clouds (Grccnberg, 1968) and in

envelopes of T-Tauri stars, where larger grains arc

also present (Low et al., 1970). Only grains larger
than a few microns seem to have survived close

to the hotter (A-F) stars (Strom ct al., 1971), as

smaller grains may have been sputter-evaporated

in hot stellar _Jnds (Meyer, 1971), or blown out

by radiation pressure. In our own solar system,

solid grains of _'-du sizes have been identified as a

plausible source of the infrared continuum of
comets (KrishnaSwamy and Donn, 1968), and

analyses of zodiacal light indicated grain sizes in

the 0.1 to 10u range (Greenberg, 1967). A similar

size spectrum is observed for laboratory quenched

condensation of metallic (Fe, Co, Ni, etc.) and

other (C, SiO2, SiC) grains of refractory materials

(Kimoto et al.; 1963, Kimoto and Nishida, 1967;

Lef_vre, 1970) ex-pected to be amongst the earliest

condensates (Gilman, 1969; Hoyle and Wickra-

masinghc, 1968; Arrhenius and Alfv6n, 1971 and

others). These range from polyhedral to deformed

subhedral crystals, sho_Jng t_4nning and stacking

faults, to hexagonal plates, to spherulitic silica, to

be compared to other expected or observed crystal

growth habits (Donn and Sears, 1963; Meyer,

1971).

The observed forms of aggregation for these

submicron grains in laboratory condensation may

be highly significant: Ferromagnetic metals (Fe,

Ni, Co) were generally observed to collect into

chains which, if deposited in the presence of a

magnetic field, aligned themselves parallel to it.

This tendency to shape anisotropy (Kimoto and

Nishida, 1967; Lcf_vre, 1970; Donn and Sears,
1963) insures stable magnetic moments for ferro-

magnetic grains (single-domain behavior) over a

wide range of sizes (see Sec. 2). The magnetic

energy of cohesion for submicron iron grains was
measured and found to be an order of magnitude

larger than for microscopic Fe crystals (Tanaka

and Tamagawa, 1967). This supports the feasi-

bility of proposed fast aggregation and size
fractionation mechanisms for magnetic grains in

the solar system (Wood, 1962; Harris and Tozer,

1967), discussed below. The clusters of _1@ to

l04 submicron magnetite grains observed in

carbonaceous chondrites (Kerridge, 1970) might

be attributed to magnetic interactions.

But nonferromagnetic silica grains of similar

diameters (0.02-0.04u; 0.05-0.08u) also formed

chains and floccules. For silicate grains of similar

size (--_0.02u) in the matrix fraction of some

primitive carbonaceous chondrites (such as

Renazzo) Wood (1962) had proposed flocculation

due to the likely electric charging of such grains.

An interesting result from studies of growth

kinetics (Sutherland, 1970) is that flocculation

and chain formation is likely even in the absence

of directional mechanisms. In any case, the

likelihood of shape anisotropy for submicron

grains or assemblies of grains has observational

consequences not only in the case of interstellar

polarization of starlight due to grain alignment in

weak magnetic fields (Greenbcrg, 1968), but also

in the case of the magnetic properties of meteorites

(see See. 3).

The observationally inferred compositions of

cosmic grains also agree well with some meteoritic
materials and with the predictions of most con-

densation models. Silicates have been identified in
the infrared in both interstellar and circumstellar

dust (Hackwell et al., 1970; Gillett et al., 1970),

while in the solar system their presence may be

surmised in the zodiacal dust (MacQueen, 1968),

in comets (5_aas et al., 1970), and on asteroids

(McCord et al., 1970). Iron grains are also likely

to be present in interstellar space (Wickramasinghe

and Nandy, 1970); in some circumstellar en-

velopes (Gillett et al., 1970) (where possible

infrared excess at 3# and 5/_ might be attributed

to hot iron grains, at 900 ° K and _<500 ° K) and in

comets as submicron grains (Liller, 1960). In

Professor Arrhenius' laboratory, meteoritic crys-

talline silicates were grown directly from the vapor

in plasma-sputtering experiments (Meyer, 1971),

and Ni-Fe phases similarly produced are being

studied by the present author.

2. GRAINS AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Individual Grains in Space

The existence and duration of the preaggrega-

tion grain stage, in the lifetime of meteoritic

material can sometimes be inferred for primitive

grains in chondrites; for example, it was found that

the (It, He) gas content in small (< 50tL) pyrox-
ene grains is concentrated in the outer (0.5_) skin

and correlates inversely with grain size (Eber-

hardt et al., 1965). The solar wind implantation
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of these gases into surfaces of small (_10_)

individual silicate grains was studied (Lord, 1969)

and was shown to be an efficient mechanism; the

high proton contents (4X10 _ to 2Xl0m/g) of
several chondrites (Chatelain et al., 1970) implies

exposure of grains to the present 1 AU solar wind

flux (_-_2XI@ em -2 s-l) for _-_104 equivalent

years. A similar equivalent exposure age (103 to

1@ yr) was inferred for isotropieally irradiated

individual crystallites in primitive mcteorites

(Lal and Rajan, 1969; Pellas et al., 1969). Heating

to _-,500 ° K cannot have occurred during or after

the agglomeration of grains and chondrules, or
else irradiation damage would have been anncaled

(see also Green et al., 1971). These and the

implanted noble gas componcnt found in the

magnetic grains of the unaltered carbonaceous

chondrite Orgueil (Jeffery and Anders, 1970),
imply that grains must have been individually

suspended and exposed to cosmic irradiation in

space, post-condensation and prior to agglomera-

tion, during <104 yr. This might well have

occurred during a "jet stream" stage (Alfv_n

and Arrhenius, 1970) or during the _--5X 103 yr

estimated for the completion of angular momen-
tum and matter transfer to the outer nebula

(Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1968), and is not

incompatible _ith most condensation models.

Magnetic Fields and Grain Alignment

In several studies (Spitzer and Tukcy, 1949;

Jones and Spitzer, 1967) attempting to explain

the polarization of starlight by a partial alignment
of elongated fcrromaguetic or fcrrite interstellar

grains in weak magnetic fields, it has been sho_n

that fields of 5×10 -5 to 5×10 -s gauss would

effectively align both single domain (_0.01 to
I/a) and larger, multi-domain grains, as well as

"supcrparamagnctic" clusters of fine ferromag-

netic particles imbedded in the nonmagnetic
matrix of a host grain. Alignment of din- or

para-magnetic grains would require higher fields

of lower grain temperatures (Greenberg, 1968).

It was confirmed by a study (Purcell, 1969) on the

efficiency of various alignment mechanisms that

the degree of shape anisotropy and the tempera-

ture ratio Tg,,i,/Tg_, arc crucial parametcrs. A

low T_,/Tg_, ratio is required, such as the observa-

tionally inferred values (_<0.I) for "dense" HI,

and HII interstellar clouds (Harper and Low,

1971) and such as featured in the "cool grains-hot

gas" non-equilibrium plasma-condensation model

of Arrhenius and Alfv_n (1971) and in the labora-

tory condensation work on which it is based.

Moreover, in a partially ionized protoplanetary
nebula in which the ionization controlled sequen-

tial condensation of species takes place with

simultaneous fractionation, the parameters de-

rived by Jokipii (1964) to account for the observed

noble gases abundance pattern determine the

magnetic field vMue at 1 AU to be B_>SX10 -5

gauss, similar to the present observed inter-

planctary field value in our neighborhood.

Could this field value partially align anisotropic

ferromagnetic grains? Consider the additional

requirements _=rcoH/rm_<l for partial align-

ment of grains (Purcell, 1969), where _

B2/apg_v=_,, is the ratio of collisional to magnetic

relaxation times. If, for a given value of the

parameter a, only the number density of atoms,

n is allowed to increase from interstellar values,

then a field of _-_10-6 gauss at n_-_107 cm -3 may

align ferromagnetic and ferritic grains as effectively

as _-_10 -_ gauss at n_-,10 cm -8. But, if n_-_1017

cm -3, as required for growth of iron grains in

hydrogen (Lehnert, 1970), aficld of _-_1 gauss

will be needed to achieve a comparable degree of

alignment. If the distributed density in the

asteroid belt was indeed five orders of magnitude

lower than in the terrestrial and jovian region
during accretion, as it is today (Alfvgn and

Arrhenius, 1970), then partial grain alignment
could have been achieved even by _--10 -5 gauss

interplanetary fields. VaD.ing degrees of anisot-

ropy of the magnetic susceptibility were found in

chondrites (Stacey et al., 1961; Wcaving, 1962)

testifying to partial alignment of elongated

Fc/Ni grains in the stony matrix by some ori-

enting agency, very likely by both magnetic fields

and by enhanced solar winds (Grecnberg, 1967,

1970). This evidence will be discussed below in the
context of similar occurrences in terrestrial rock-

magnetism (See. 3).

The role possibly played by the magnetic fields

in the early solar system consists not only in

transferring material and angular momentum to
the periphery of the condensing disk and helping

establish the large scale physico-chemical dis-
tribution observed, but also in Icading to fine-

structure chemical fractionation, as a result of

ambipolar diffusion (Arrhcnius and Alfvdn, 1971).
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_Ioreover, as pointed out by Spitzer (1963),
not only is ambipolar diffusion helped by grains,

but submicron grains help maintain the magnetic

field and slow doom its decay, by supporting

a current system as they become partially charged

in the plasma. Such small grains, with large

surface-to-volume ratio, could perhaps flocculate

by interacting electrostatically (Wood, 1962) and

form chondritic matrix-like aggregates.

On the other hand, magnetic fields are not

explicitly integrated into the "chemical" models

(Anders, 1971a) although it is generally conceded

that the ferromagnetism of meteoritic Ni/Fe

grains, as they cooled below their Curie tempera-

ture (To<900°K), triggered the metM-silicate
fractionation which lead to loss of metM from the

iron-rich material of C1 and H-chondrites. Harris

and Tozer (1967) suggested that magnetic inter-

actions might enhance the capture cross-section

of 1 to 10u ferromagnetic grains by a factor of

-_10', leading to rapid aggregation into clusters of

103 to 104 grains. This type of clusters of grains

was indeed observed for magnetite spherules of
(0.1 to lu) in the "primitive" carbonaceous

chondrite Orgucil (Kerridge, 1970). This process
might have, in turn, led to a size fractionation

process in a protoplanetary nebula whereby large

aggregates of ferromagnetic grains could have

been preferentially retained in the inner regions,
while single domain-size grains (0.03 to 0.05u)

could have been carried outward by a violent

solar wind during a T-Tauri stage (Sonett et al.,

1970). Let us examine the modes of acquisition

of remanence for a gro_ing grain, immersed in an
ambient field.

Magnetization of Grains

The quantity determining the stability of a

grain's magnetization M is a relaxation time

(Irving, 1964), r _ exp vAE/kT (where v is the

volume of magnetic material, hE is an energy

barrier to magnetization reversal proportional to

the coercivity Ho and T is the grain tempera-

ture). This connects clearly the stability of a

grain's magnetization to a critical volume at a

given T, or to blocking temperature for a given

grain size. Below a critical size dB, the grain is

superparamagnetic, its magnetic moment being

rendered unstable by thermal fluctuations, and no

remanence is acquired. Doubling the grain volume

at constant T may increase r by ten orders of

magnitude (see fig. 1). Above riB, stable single

domain behavior is exhibited, up to a critical size
for multi-domain configuration of lower remanence

and stability. The transition from the super-

paramagnetic to single- to multi-domain regime

of magnetization is illustrated in figure 2 for

magnetite, at several temperature values (Strang-
way et al., 1968). Note that critical diameters for

single domain behavior are d> 0.03u and 0.05u for

Fe and Ni respectively, but at elongation g/d,-,dO,
the critical sizes increase to above 0.12u and

0.21_, and to generally larger sizes for ferrites

(Jones and Spitzer, 1967) as illustrated in figures
1 and 2. Thus, the stability of the remanent

magnetization acquired depends on the ratio

v/T. If, at constant T, the magnetization becomes

"blocked" as the grouting grain reaches the critical

size riB, the stable moment is a CRM. If, at

constant v, the temperature of the cooling grains

reaches the blocking value (within _.d00°C

below the Curie point T,), a TRM is acquired. If

the cooling and growth processes are simultaneous,

a more complex TCRM is established. Both

TR)f and CR_I have similar stability char-

acteristics, figure 3(a), (Kobayashi, 1959), but

CR_I is an order of magnitude lower than a TR.X,I

acquired in very weak fields < 1 Oe. Moreover
TRM ocH holds for H<20c and saturation can
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FIGURE 1.--The dependence of the relaxation time _0 on

grain diameter, at room temperature, for iron and

magnetite. (Reproduced from Irving, 1964.)
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set in, but CRM o¢H up to 50 Oe. Both have

identical values in _30 Oe fields, and become even

harder to distinguish (Banerjee, 1970). Not only

shape anisotropy (Strangway et al., 1968), but

also ferromagnetic impurities in a less magnetic

grain (Jones and Spitzer, 1967) as well as dis-

locations and defects in crystals (Verhoogen,

1959) may increase the critical size for single
domain behavior and stabilize the rcmanence in

large, multi-domain grains (pseudo-single domain

grains of magnetite may reach --_40u size). As the

small magnetic grains accrete into a rock complex,

they may acquire depositional rcmanence (DRM)
and remain partially aligned in the matrix. If

the complex "sets" from high temperatures in the

presence of a field, a high coercivity remanence

will result from the alignment of anisotropic

grains (Stacey, 1960a, b). The effect of inter-
actions between magnetic grains in a matrix is to

o
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FIGURE 2.--The range of grain sizes for single domain be-

havior in magnetite, as a function of shape anisotropy

and temperature. (Reproduced from Strangway et al.,

1968.)

also increase the critical size but to reduce the eo-

crcivity (fig. 4 and Haigh, 1958) and the small

field TRM (Dunlop and West, 1969). The CRM

is not decreased by interactions, so that the only

difference between TRNI and CRM, namely

their relatively low field intensity, may be erased

for interacting grains in a meteorite or rock. In a

rock, even a small fraction of single domain grains

_ill dominate the magnetic properties, as it will

have preserved the stablest remancnce, The

prcsence of such grain fraction had been known

to exist in tektites (Senftle et al., 1964; Thorpe

and Scnftle, 1964), has been established for car-

_1.0_ _TRM
i _k .... CRM
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FIGVRE 3.--(a) Characteristic behavior of IRM and weak

field TRM and CRM in AF demagnetization (after
Banerjee, 1970). CD) Stability of NRM vs artificial
TRM and IRM in the Brewstcr ehondrite (from
Weaving, 1962). By comparing with (a)_ the NRM
appears to be a CRM.
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bonaceous chondrites (Kerridge, 1970) and only

very recently, for terrestrial igneous rocks (Evans

and Wayman, 1971). If chemical and crystalline
phase changes continue to occur after the accretion

of grains into a rock-like complex, CR_I's will

ensue (Kobayashi, 1959; Haigh, 1958). If cooling

below the Curie points of various materials (see

table 1) takes place after accretion, a TRY[ will be

acquired. If the grain, such as Ni/Fe meteoritic

grains, crystallized or grew directly from the

vapor phase below To (Arrhcnius and Alfv6n,

1971), and continued to cool, a partial thermo-

remanence (P)TR._I could compound the initial

CRY[. A complex NR_[ of this type may also be

expected for iron meteorites, where the crystMline
ordering observed is attributed to diffusional

changes during slow prolonged cooling (Goldstein,

1969). At constant temperature, in a steady field

an isothermal remanence (IR._[) may be ac-
quired, which in general, is thc less intense and

the least stable among remanence types (Irving,
1964).

3. THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF METE-

ORITES AND THEIR INTERPRETA-

TION, WITH REFERENCES TO ROCK
MAGNETISM

Paleomagnetic Methods

The most widely used methods of paleomagnetic
analysis are:

(a) Thermal demagnetization, which removes

remanence components unstable above a certain

temperature and reveals the carrier phases as the

changes in NRM occur close to the Curie points

(T_) (see table 1). This method is marred by

chemical and crystal phase changes upon heating
and cooling.

(b) Alternating-field (AF) demagnetization,
which removes the NRM components _qth a

coercivity lower than a selected peak amplitude

Hav. It may introduce artificial anisotropies, and

anhysteretic secondary remanence (ARM). (For

a full discussion of subtleties involved, see Irving,
1964; Schwartz, 1969; Doell and Smith, 1969.)

(c) Demagnetization by steady fields (de),

which determines the coercivity H_ of the NRM,
or the field value needed to erase the NRM.

The value of the destructive field depends on the

fraction of grains with a given coercivity. In

general, a rock may be described as an assemblage

of ferromagnetic or ferritic (see table 1) grains

imbedded in an inert or less magnetic matrix. A

spectrum of grain sizes, will lead to a spectrum

of microcoercivities, and blocking temperatures in

demagnetization studies. The bulk coercivity H_

is a qualitative guide to stability, or "hardness" of
remanence only. A high value for H_ does indicate

high stability (bulk "hardness"), but a low H_

value implies only that a large fraction of grains

has low coercivity ("soft") though a small, highly
stable grain fraction may exist.

The remanent properties of a rock are expressed

in its NRM intensity (M_, the magnetization, is

given in gauss; or as specific intensity per unit

density M,/p; or as volume intcnsity M_/v) and

in its susceptibility x, usually expressed as the

induced moment in unit field per cm s or per gram

in cgsm. For terrestrial rocks, M_ is in the range

_-_10 -4 to 10 -_ emu/cm s for igneous rocks, but

10 -6 to 10 -8 emu/cm s for the sedimentary type.

Remanence in Meteorites, Tektites and Moon

Samples, Its Character and Possible

Origins

The most recent and complete survey of the

magnetic properties of meteorites is that of

Guskova and Pochtarev (1969), some of whose

earlier results are reproduced in figure 5 and table

2. To summarize: For stony meteorites, a direct

dependence of the specific susceptibility x on the

Ni/Fe content was found increasing from 10 to
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TAm,_ 1 ,--Some Characteristics of Magnetic Phases in Meteorites

Phase

Ni-Fe : a(kamacite)

a +'_ (plessite)

7(taenite)
Fc

Ni

Fe,O4 (magnetitc)
NiFe20, (trevorite)

MnFe_O,

MgFe20,

FeS_+_ (0 <x <0.15) (pyrrhotitc)

(Fe, Ni)3P

(Fe, Ni)3C
FeS (troilite)

Fe,SiO4 (fayalitc)

FcSiOa (pyroxene)

Type

Ferromagnetic

Ferromagnetic

(Paramagnefic)

Ferromagnetic

Ferromagnetic

Ferrimagnetic

Ferrimagnetic

Fcrrimagnetic

Ferrimagnetic

Ferrimagnetic

Anti ferromagnetic

Anti ferromagnetic

Antiferromagnetic

Tc or TN

_-_750 ° C
400-600 ° C

0-600 ° C

770 ° C
358 ° C

580 ° C

585 ° C
300 ° C

440 ° C

320 ° C

_<420 ° C

_<215 ° C
320 ° C

126 ° K

40 ° K

Ms (emu/g)

90-140
iron meteorites (180-220

_-_218

,-_54.4

92

51

84

24.5

<19.5

20X10 -_ cgsm for the L- (low iron _-_7 to 12

percent Ni/Fe) to --_50 to 60× 10 -3 cgsm for the

H- (high iron) subgroup (Guskova, 1963), with

the lowest values of 0.2 to 3.5× 10 -_ cgsm for the

Ni/Fe poor (2 to 3 percent wt.) achondrites

(Pochtarev and Guskova, 1962). The range for

Mr is 0.5 to 40X10 -3 cgsm. For stony-irons,

with a volumetric fraction of Ni/Fe of --_50

percent, Mn-,_5 to 70×10 -_ cgsm and x is up to

0.2 to 1 cgsm. For iron meteorites an inverse

correlation between the volume susceptibility

and the Ga-Ge content was found (table 2), x and

Mn increasing from group I to IV. The range for

x is 0.8 to 4 cgsm, and for M,,_-_10 to 300X10 -3

though stony and stony-iron meteorites showed

both a "soft" and a "hard" remanence to be

present (Guskova and Pochtarev, 1967; Stacey

and Levering, 1959; Stacey et al., 1961), only a

"hard" component was found in iron meteorites.

It was realized that this "hard" NRSI could

be either a CRM or a TRM (Stacey and Levering,

1959), or more likely, a TCRSI acquired as the

high temperature 7-Ni/Fe phase transformed to

the strongly ferromagnetic a-Ni/Fe phase, which

further cooled in an external field in the neighbor-

hood of T¢, the equilibration between the alloy

phases proceeding down to T_--_400 ° C. Neverthe-

less, the stable NRS[ components were simplisti-

cgsm, with the finest structured octahcdrites cally treated as pure TRM's acquired during

exhibiting the highest remanence. The range of cooling in a dipole field like the Earth's (with

cocrcivity is from a low H_.---0.5 to 1.5 Oe for iron values of H_-&.15 Oe experienced for the stony

meteorites to values of --_5 to 20 Oe for chondrites, fraction and H_--_0.6 Oe for the iron core, on a

It was thought (Pochtarev, 1967; Stacey et al., parent planet differentiated by zonal melting

1961) that these low H_ values (to be compared (Guskova and Pochtarev, 1967; Pochtarev, 1967).

to H_60 to 220 Oe for terrestrial igneous rocks) The more subtle fact is that, in this planetary

confirm that the coarsely crystalline structure of

the metal Ni/Fe phases in meteorites (Wood,

1967; Goldstein, 1969), is magnetically "soft,"

and cannot have preserved useful paleomagnetic

information. This belief was shown to bc erroneous

by the finding (Guskova, 1963) of a "hard" NRM

component in chondrites, stable to H,r_300 Oc

and T_---800 ° C, i.e., of TRM stability type. Even

model for the parent body, the iron meteorites

which derived from its core should not have shown

any NRSI because the field would have decayed

already above T_<770°C at the time of their

solidification (Stacey et al., 1961). It can be

argued on several grounds that an interpretation

of the "hard" NRSI as a CRM is more plausible.

In fact it wm_ found (Pochtarev, 1967) that a best

fit of chondritic remanencc to theoretical TRM
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FIGURE 5.--The intensity of NRM (M_) and the

susceptibility (x) of meteorites, correlated

with Ni/Fe content (from Guskova and

Pochtarev, 1967).
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models requires a value for the parameter aaw/aBT
(ratio of spontaneous magnetization at room vs

blocking temperature) of 1.5 to 2, compared to
values of _-_3 for normal TRM, and to values _ 1
expected for CRib[ (Stacey et al., 1961), thus
suggesting that a CRM component is present.
Moreover, CRM's had repeatedly been mistaken
for TRM's in terrestrial rock magnetism, because
of their identical stability to AF demagnetization
(Banerjee, 1970). A comparison of figure 3(a)
_4th figure 3 (b) suggests that the NRM of the

chondrite Brewster (Weaving, 1962) does appear
to behave more like CRSI than TRM.

There have been many, varied arguments
advanced against a theory of an origin of meteor-
ites in a single planetary parent body in general,
and against an origin of iron meteorites in the core
of one or a few large differentiated bodies, in
particular (Levin, 1969; Anders, 1971b; Gold-
stein, 1969; Buseck and Goldstein, 1968; Fricker
et al., 1970). The arguments will not be repeated
here, but they further weaken the case for a simple
TRS[ acquired in the field of a terrestrial type
planet (Pochtarev, 1967; Guskova and Pochtarev,

1967), and make the various estimates of paleo-
intensity of H_< 1 Oe, rather doubtful. Further-
more, in iron meteorites, a considerable thermal

TABLE 2.--The Antlcorrelatioa of Ga-Ge Content and the Magnetic Sl+sceptibility for Iron Meteorites

From Guskova and Pochtarev (1969)

Ga-Ge group Mn (X 103 egsm) x (X 10 _ cgsm)

I
IIIa
IIIb

IVa

30

60

70
120

1500

1600

1700

1100

From Guskova (1963)

Group

I

II
III

IV

Ga, ppm

80-100

40-65

8-24

1-3

Ge, ppm

300-420

130-230

15-80

<1

Mn (× 10 _ cgsm)

26
33

3OO

3OO

x (X103 cgsm)

58O

660

670

loo0
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hysteresis--due to crystal phase transformations

(a_-_,) particularly in the plessitic, fine grained

(<i_) fraction of Ni/Fe, and to oxidation or

decomposition of secondary magnetic phases such

as sulfides, phosphides, carbides--would preclude
a reliable estimate of the paleointensity being

made from thcrmomagnetic analyses. Some experi-

ments for testing the suitability of meteoritic

samples for pMeointcnsity determinations are

suggested in Section 4. An important observation

suggesting the continued presence of a magnetic
field from the condensation and growth of grains

through the aggregation stage (see Sec. 2) is

that of the anisotropic susceptibility in chon-

drites, and, perhaps of the unusual type of crys-

talline anisotropy found in iron meteorites (Stacey

et al., 1961; Weaving, 1961). The various degrees

of anisotropy (Xm_x/Xm_n_"l.4 to 2.1) in chon-

drites were concluded to be due to partial align-

ment of elongated metal grains along the direction

of maximum x, reminiscent of "stringing" ob-

served in artificial powder samples of Fe, Ni,

Fe804, set in a magnetic field (Stacey, 1960a, b).

Moreover, the orienting action of streaming solar

winds (Greenberg, 1967, 1970), especially if a

T-Tauri type activity did take place, should also
contribute to the alignment of elongated grains

inferred from magnetic anisotropy. Such a grain

fraction, even though of large physical sizes

(Wood, 1967) (10 to 100#), could carry stable
rcmanence (Strangway et al., 1968; Dunlop and

West, 1969). Pseudo-single domain behavior of

large irregularly shaped, or anisotropic (lamellar,

acicular) grains could be attributed to slip

dislocations (Bozorth, 1951), to inclusions (such

as phosphides, sulfides and carbides in the Ni/Fc),

or to any other structural and compositional

inhomogeneities, such as the Ni concentration in

the Ni-Fe alloy. Magnetic "hardening" of grains

could result also from cosmic irradiation during

growth which may cause surface damage in the

growing grain and implant nonmagnetic impuri-

ties, such as protons (Sec. 2). Annealing in

hydrogen is known to improve the magnetic

susceptibility of Ni/Fe alloys (Bozorth, 1951),

and electrolytically implanted hydrogen can cause

magnetic "hardening" of iron grains. Thus, if

growing in a hydrogen-rich gas and/or being

exposed to solar binds (Scc. 1), even large grains
may have preserved a stable remanence. All such

assemblies of irregularly shaped grains could be

reduced to equivalent ellipsoids (Bro_n, 1960)

and treated by "fine-particles" or "inclusion"

theories (Kneller, 1969) devised for ferrite

permanent-magnet materials. For tektites (Senftle

et al., 1964; Thorpe and Senftle, 1964), stable
remanence was found to reside in submicroscopic

spherulcs of Ni/Fe with _-_23 percent Ni; an alloy

in this composition range has the highest possible

coercivity (Bozorth, 1951). In lunar microbreccia

and rocks, a very stable, high coercivity (Ho--_100

to 200 Oe) remancnce was found to reside in
either native or meteoritic iron grains (Strangway

et al., 1970; Doell et al., 1970; Nagata et al.,

1970). Weak field susceptibilities of --_10 -3 emu/g,
similar to chondritic values, were found for

tektites and lunar samples, the intensity of

remanence correlating with the iron content. It

appears likely that for all these types of materials,

fine particle models could be used to account for

observed magnetic properties.
In the case of iron meteorites, the "hard"

remanence found is perhaps more difficult to

understand, given the macroscopic bandwidths of

the ferromagnetic kamacite (a-Ni/Fe with

T_<770 ° C, depending on Ni content) ranging
from <0.2 mm in the finest octahedrites to >2.5

mm in the coarsest; the kamacite bands are

separated by Ni-rich, paramagnetic taenite

(-_-Ni/Fe) bands of _<100u widths (Goldstein,

1969). But in hexahedrites, Neumann slip bands

separating thin (1 to 10_) kamacite lamellae;

in octahedrites, inclusions and precipitations,
often as oriented lamellae (phosphates and

sulfides), as well as compositional inhomogeneities
attributed to diffusional equilibration of Ni in the

cooling alloy phases; and in the Ni-rich ataxites

the spindles of t0 to 100_ of kamacite separated

by taenite lamellae--all could contribute to the

"hard" component of NRM. A relevant example

(Irving, 1964) from rock magnetism is the high

stability of the CRM found for hematite-rich

macroscopic lamellae (1 to 10 mm long, 5 to 20_

thick) evolved from an ilmenite ground mass.

Or, the "hard" component may originate in the

crystalline ordering of the a--_ Ni/Fe phases. A

"memory" effect (see Sec. 4) was found (Stacey

et al., 1961) for the high temperatures (T_630
to 800 ° C) component of the NRM, which re-

appeared _ith the same intensity and direction
upon cooling under T_, after repeated demag-

netizations. These suggest another class of
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permanent magnet materials, namely the diffu-

sion-or dispersion-hardened alloys (Knellcr,

1969). They consist of two crystalline phases, one

being strongly ferromagnetic (like a-Ni/Fe)

and the other weakly--or nonmagnetic (like

_/-Ni/Fe) ; the ferromagnetic phase is dispersed

either as "islands" or as plates separated by

nonmagnetic layers, with the highly oriented
structure being established by cooling in a mag-

netic field. In many magnetically annealed

anisotropic materials, some crystal axes are

preferentially aligned. The crystalline anisotropy

which gives rise to the "memory" effect for the

high-T remanenee in iron meteorites, may have

led to the highly oriented a-_, ordering (the

Widmannstittten pattern). The NRM could have,

of course, been established as a TCRlX'[, as cooling
and phase-changes occurred simultaneously in the

Ni/Fe alloy (Goldstein, 1969), but an interesting

possibility, now being experimentally explored by

our group, is the simultaneous condensation of a
and _, phase (Arrhenius and Alfv_n, 1971) from

the vapor, below T o in the presence of a magnetic

field. If the growth takes place in the film-
configuration, demonstrated "contact" control

and "remote" control of the magnetization by the

earliest deposit exceeding critical thickness, could

establish the direction of the CRM throughout

the growing solid. Maurain's (1901) pioneering

study of CRM acquired during controlled growth

of Fe films in magnetic fields, demonstrated that

the critical single domain thickness for films

deposited in an ambient magnetic field was _-_200#

for Ni and _85_ for Fe, more than two orders of

magnitude larger than for layers deposited in the

absence of field. It is thus possible that an ex-

tremely stable CRM was recorded in the thick

ordered layers of Ni/Fe growing in tile a+_,

duplex field of temperature. It can therefore be
surmised that a stable CRM could have been

acquired, already in the early stages of growth of

magnetic solid grains in space, and that field
information on this condensation environment

could be retrieved, if approached experimentally

in a suitable way.

Fields and Remanence in Various Models

Keeping in mind the field values (0.1 to 1 gauss)
required to establish the NR_I of meteorites, if

it were a TRM, what values of ambient fields

might one expect in various models? The strong

magnetic field (of H_-d00 gauss) at the Sun's

surface for an expanded radius R0>3X10 TM cm

(implying H_-_10 -2 gauss at 1 AU for a dipole

,-_I/R 3 fall-off, or _-_4 gauss if a solar wind ,-,_I/R 2

fall-off is assumed), required to complete the

angular momentum transfer in r_-,SX10 a yr in

Hoyle's model, could have decayed to the present

interplanetary value of >5 _,= 5X 10-_ gauss re-

quired by Jokipii (1964) to account for noble gas

fractionation by ambipolar diffusion, at 1 AU, by
the end of the Helmholtz contraction time of

_-_10_ yr (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1968;

Cameron, 1969). Thus, at least for a short time

interval, field values of a few tenths of a gauss
could have been attained in the asteroid belt

region, (perhaps with simultaneous cooling below

T¢) and TRM's were acquired. In another scheme,

Sonett et al. (1970) and Sonett (1971) proposed

a disturbance field of _--0.3 gauss at 3 AU in order

to achieve short lived (<106 yr) heating of

asteroids, during a T-Tauri phase. For a maximum

allowed field at Sun's surface of _20 gauss (with

a decay time of _-_2.2 billion yr) steady fields at
1 AU may reach values of 50 _, for ,'-d/R _ fall off.

But the early rapid spin of the Sun is supposed

to lead to field amplification by X 103 due to

"winding-up" of field lines. The values then may
become _--,0.5 gauss at 1 AU, and lower by one

magnitude at 3 AU. It thus appears that, in this

case also, partial thermoremanence might have

been acquired by meteoritic material, depending

on the size of the parent body and location within

it, which determine the degree and duration of the

heating episode. Many other parameters (Sonett,

1971) must be guessed at, before values of induc-

tion fields and (P)TRM's can be evaluated in this

model. Chemical changes, and therefore CRM's,

are also likely to occur in reheated material; or, if

only mildly reheated, earlier remanence of either

type acquired prior to accretion into parent
bodies may have survived. In general, the Thellier

method of inferring the paleofield from Hsneient=

Hk,o,_(NRM/TRM), by comparing NRM _-ith

an artificial TRM (acquired by first heating the

sample above To, then allowing it to cool in a
known field), may not be warranted. Unfortu-

nately, little is knox_-n about field intensities
needed to establish CRM at growth and crystal-
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lization of solids, as experiments in this area

are lacking.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL

WORK IN METEORITIC

PALEOMAGNETISM

A most important reccnt development in

meteoritic magnetism is the finding of a sizeable

stable, high-coercivity NRM of _lO s to 10 -5

gauss cmS/g in several "primitive" carbonaceous

chondrites (Types I, II) (Banerjee and Hargraves,

1971). The authors realized that this stable NRM
could be used to infer on the paleointensity of

magnetic fields in the solar nebula. They were also
aware that the NR,SI could be either a CRM,

acquired during the growth of Ni/Fe grains in a

magnetic field; or a TCRM, acquired when and if

Ni/Fe grains were oxidized into magnetite

(FcsO4) and trevorite (NiFe204), and subse-

quently cooled; or perhaps a (P)TRM acquired

during cooling in the field of their parent body.

Unfortunately, the authors stopped short of

determining the intensity of the ancient fields and

ascertaining the type of remanence, because the
British Museum did not allow heating bulk

samples to the minimum of 400°C intended in
order to induce an artificial TRSI.

Even though estimated grain temperatures at
accretion of carbonaceous chondritc materials are

in the range 300°K to 450°K (Anders, 1971a),

the authors heated powder samples of Orgueil up

to 600 to 800 ° C, risking to incur drastic chemical

changes and thus to irreversibly blur the fossil
field record. Nor could they have discriminated,

based solely on the stability of NRSI to AF

demagnetization, between a CRM and a TRM

(Banerjee, 1970), though the mode of acquisition
of the NR_[ is as revealing of the physical en-

vironment as the paleointensity itself.

The several experiments suggested below could

insure the retrieval of precious information on

paleofields; they are based on rccent techniques
developed in rock magnetism, which do not run the
risk of irreversible alterations.

First Suggested Experiment

First, in order to determine the intensity of

ambient fields at condcnsation, one could exploit

the "memory effect" exhibited by magnetic

materials such as magnetite, hematite, nickel and

cobalt (Ozima et al., 1964; Kobayashi and Fuller,

1968; Nagata et al., 1961). When thermally

cycled through the so-called isotropic point TK of
minimum magnetocrystalline anisotropy, after

demagnetization, a remarkable recovery of the

initial NRM, within a fraction of its initial v'Aue,
is observed. For magnetite, TK=--145 ° C, so

that cooling from rather than heating above,
room temperature through TK, in kno_n fields,

may yield within a fraction the desired paleointen-

sity. The "memory" of the initial fields is asso-
ciated _th the hardest fraction of grains, with

high microcoercivities. Appreciable soft remanence
can be acquired _4thout "memory" loss, being

erased after a single cooling cycle in field-free

space. Nor does repeated thermal cycling change

the stability of "memory" to ac field demagnetiza-

tion. The amplitude of the recovered fraction of

NRSf after the first cycle may also reveal its

mode of acquisition: low field TR3I's (H<20e)

have the highest rate of recovery of various

artificial IR.SCs and TRM's, and the lowest

relative amplitude loss after several cooling-

heating cycles (Nagata et al., 1961).

Second Suggested Experiment

Since the size distribution of magnetite grains

in Orgueil had been studied (Kerridge, 1970) and
found to peak in the submicron range for clustered

grain_, but have a lower cutoff at _-_5g for single

grains, it could be verified whether the large

magnetic grains can exhibit single domain be-

havior, as suggested by the finding that physical
sizes of 0.5 to 50# for magnetite grains in a

natural basalt corresponded to effective sizes of

0.03 to 0.08_ (Dunlop and West, 1969). This could

be achieved by combining AF demagnetization

with low-temperature cycling (Merrill, 1970). As
the former affects remanence of a given coercivity

regardless of its carriers, but the latter affects
mainly multi-domain grains, the relative intensi-

ties of NRNI components residing in each grain

size-fraction could be appraised. This would reveal
whether useful stable rcmanence is carried by

large, multi-domain grains, and would be of great

significance in qualifying the magnetically useful

grain fraction in most chondrites. For example,
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although kamacite (Ni/Fe) grains in chondrites

are generally < 50_, they may reach mm sizes, as

found in the Renazzo (carbonaceous type II)

meteorite (Wood, 1967).

Third Suggested Experiment

It is important to ascertain the reliability of

paleointensity estimates for chondrites, which are

based on the assumption that the entire NRM is

a simple TRM (Stacey et al., 1961). For car-

bonaceous chondrites in particular, some questions

of possible importance are: If a secondary CRM

was acquired upon the oxidation of small ( < 10_)

Ni/Fe grains as they cooled into the range

T_ 450 ° K where the oxide is stable (Wood, 1967;

Anders, 1971a), would the original information
have been lost? And if a primary CRi_'I was

established upon growth of magnetite plaques and

spherulcs directly from a vapor phase (Arrhenius

and Alfv6n, 1971), and compounded into

(P)TCRM's subsequently, would the com-

ponents be resolvable? Significant recent work

(Kellogg et al., 1970; _Iarshall and Cox, 1971)

investigating this aspect, showed that, as long as

oxidation occurs during the initial cooling of the

nebular material, both the original (P)TR_[ (of

the Ni/Fe grains) and the TCRM (acquired by

further cooling after oxidation of Ni/Fe into

magnetite) are proportional to the ambient field,

with the same proportionality constant. In

general, the proportionality TRM _H holds in

low (H_20e) fields (Everitt, 1961), and will

hold for (P)TRM's and (P)TCR_I's.

But if the NRM, prior to an oxidation of Ni/Fe

grains, was not a simple TRM as was assumed for

meteorites, the presence of an earlier CRI_I, (due

to recrystallization, diffusional phase changes,

etc.) superposed on the TRM could be detected.

The procedure involves comparing the spectra of
blocking temperatures and microcoercivity of the

NRM with those of an artificial TR_I (Schwartz,

1969; Schwartz and Symons, 1970), and requiring

that the plot of NRM vs TRM after partial

thermal and AF demagnetizations, be linear and

intercept the origin. If the reliability criteria are

not met, the estimate for paleointensity based on

laboratory TRM must be rejected. Thus, before
estimated values of 0.15 to 0.9 Oe for the ancient

field in which chondrites acquired their NRM

(Stacey et al., 1961); or of 0.15 Oe for stony,

but 0.60e for iron meteorites in a "planetary"

body (Guskova and Pochtarev, 1967, 1969) as

TR:_I are to be accepted, they must fulfill the

reliability criteria formulated in Schwartz (1969).

Fourth Suggested Experiment

A procedure was developed (Doell and Smith,

1969) to improve the linearity of NRM vs induced

TRM, which is indicative of the reliability of

paleofield intensity derived (Schwartz, 1969). It

involves the use of AF and thermal "cleaning" in

tandem. For example, using low AF field demag-

netization, prior to thermomagnetic analysis for

carbonaceous chondrites, will erase low tempera-

ture PTRM's (possibly, acquired by postoxida-
tion cooling of the magnetite grains) which are

known (Everitt, 1961) to reside in a low coercivity

grain fraction.

Fifth Suggested Experiment

Finally, a method for directly determining the

effective size distribution of magnetic grains was

described by Dunlop and West (1969). This in-

volves analyzing experimental AF demagnetiza-
tion curves for suites of PTRM's induced over

consecutive, narrow temperature intervals. It

yields the same information as the second experi-

ment above, though more laborious, but is

applicable to any type of magnetic grains. If

undertaken for chondrites and iron meteorites,

this procedure could indicate whether indeed

they behave as assemblies of high coercivity

single- or multi-domain grains and whether the

general theoretical models proposed above (Sec.

3), apply.

Sixth Suggested Experiment

In order to confirm the conclusion of several

authors (Stacey et al., 1961; Weaving, 1962), that

the anisotropic susceptibility of chondrites is due

to a general alignment of elongated metal grains,

the particles size and elongation spectrum could

bc simply determined by ferromagnetic resonance
techniques (Brown, 1960). The resonance fre-

quency for iron oxide powders is in the micro-

wave region, and is a function of the shape de-
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magnetization factor (_--iV_), indicative of the

elongation (b/a) of ellipsoidai grains. A spectrum

of resonant frequencies may yield directly the

relative volume fractions of grains of a given

elongation.

Other Suggested Experiments

More narrowly directed experiments, able to

confirm or disprove certain aspects of meteoritic

genesis, could also be conceived. For example:

(a) The suggestion (Whipple, 1966; Cameron,

1966) that chondrules formed in electrical

("lightning") discharges, from the remeIting of

the dust found in the matrix of chondrites (Wood,

1967), could be verified as follows. It is known

that, where struck by lightning, terrestrial rocks

acquire a very large secondary IRM, which con-

stitutes magnetic "noise" (Irving, 1964). The

presence of such a large, but "soft" IRM com-

ponent in the NRM of individual chondrules,

could be ascertained simply by comparing the

stability type of the NRM in AF demagnetization
to that of artificial TRM's and IRM's. Chon-

drules of diverse types and metal content, such as

those found in the carbonaceous typc II chondrite

Renazzo, should exhibit a common "soft"-type

component, when compared to the NRM of the

fine grained unaltered matrix.

Similarly, if the class C2 of carbonaceous

chondrites experienced lower peak temperatures

than C3 and C4, as proposed (Anders, t971a), an

increasingly prominent soft, IR_I component
should be found in the bulk NRM. This was

perhaps already seen (Staccy et al., 5961) for

Mokoia (recrystMlized type III), where only an

unstable NRM was found, erased upon heating

to only _200 ° C. It is also interesting that., for

the Brewster ordinary chondrite, the NRM was
seen to symmetrically increase from center to the

outer surface by a factor of _60, and change its

stability type from TRM at center to IRM at

edges. If it is an IRM, the high remanence

(_3× 10 -_ emu/g), implies exposure to fields

high as 450 Oe (Weaving, 1962), perhaps experi-

enced during the meteorite fall through the

atmosphere, across electrical discharge fields.

(b) The magnetic properties could be used to

validate or invalidate the case for cogenetic

groups of meteorites. For instance, it should be

determined whether the hypersthene chondrites

(which are often presumed to derive from a single

parent body shattered in a collision with the

parent of Ga-Ge group I!I irons, Jain and

Lipschutz, 1969) have Nmilar remanence. It is

known that, shock (Hargraves and Perkins, 1969)

or stress (Stott and Stacey, 1960; Kern, 1961a, b, c)

only decreases the intensity of the NRM by

affecting its least, stable carriers, so that the

original information is still recoverable from

shocked meteorites. For example, Farmington, a

"shocked," apparently severely reheated ehondrite

(Wood, 1967) had an NRM less stable under

thermal demagnetization (disappearing at 500 ° C)

than an artificial TRM. This implies that no

reheating above 500°C occurred since the event

which caused the shock degassing of Farmington,

and that the NRM must be either a (P)TRM

acquired upon cooling below 500 ° C, or a CTRM
if the shock event caused the characteristic

"light-dark" phases and veins. Indeed, to account

for the large (_70 percent) "soft" component

of ehondritic NRM (demagnetized in Har_-'5 to

10 Oe or at 250 ° C), Guskova (1963) suggested

that it may have been acquired anhysteretically

at the breakup of the parent body. In that case,

only the hard component of NRM, surviving in

Ha_-_-_300 Oc, contains the information on the

parent body environment.
(c) If the iron meteorites in Ga-Ge groups

IIIa and IIIb do derive from different "raisins"

(Levin, 1969) in the same parent body (R.--,200

km), the former being nearer to the surface as

indicated by cooling rates data (Goldstein, 1969)

(>5 ° C/10 s yr for IIIa, <2 ° C/10 s yr for iIIb),

the assumption that their NRM is a TRM

acquired in a dipole field of a planetary parent

body (Pochtarev, 1967) would allow the dipole

moment of the parent body (a_-_HR 3) to bc

determined from a comparison of the relative

rcmanence of groups IIIa (M._---0.06 cgsm,

x--el.6 cgsm) and I[Ib (M'_-_0.07 cgsm, X,-_l.7

cgsm) (Guskova and Pochtarev, 1969).

The planetary origin interpretation of NRM
eoutd be ruled out if a consistent field estimate

cannot be arrived at by comparing, say, the NRM

of chondrites (for which cooling rates, depth of

burial and size of parent body were estimated and

of pallasites and mesosidcrites, for which similar
data exist (Wood, 1967; Sonctt, 1971; Buseck
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and Goldstein, 1964; Powell, 1969; Fricker et al.,
1970).

(d) A laboratory determination of the tem-

perature interval through which various meteorites

must have cooled in order to acquire their NRM

as (P)TR73[ in the field (< 10e) in their parent

body, could help determine which among the

calculated cooling curves (Wood, 1967; Sonett,
1971 ; Fricker et al., 1970) is best. It would thus bc

possible to select a self-consistent model for the

origin of meteorites, which integrates magnetic

remanence data with accretion temperatures,
cooling histories, chemistry and petrology.
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